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1 Acronyms, Applicable and Reference Documents 

1.1 Acronyms 
AAS American Astronomical Society 
ACDC ASIAA CASA Development Center 
ADMIT ALMA Data Mining toolkIT 
ALMA Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array 
ARC ALMA Regional Center 
ARTIST Adaptable Radiative Transfer Innovations for Submillimeter Telescopes  
CARTA Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for Astronomy 
CASA Common Astronomy Software Applications 
CL Chile 
CUC CASA Users Committee 
HPC High Performance Computing 
EA Eastern Asia 
EVLA Extended Very Large Array 
EU European Union 
NA North America 
NRAO National Radio Astronomy Observatory 
RFI Radio Frequency Interference 
TBD To be determined 
XCLASS eXtended CASA Line Analysis Software Suite 

1.2 Applicable Documents 
[AD1] CUC Charge (2014-09-16) 
[AD2] Revised CUC Charge (2016-08-01) 

1.3 Reference Documents 
[RD1] CASA Users Committee - Terms of Reference 
[RD2] CASA Users Committee 2014 Report 
[RD3] CASA Response to the 2014 CASA Users Committee Report 
[RD4] CASA Newsletter, issue 1 
[RD5] CASA Newsletter, issue 2 
[RD6] CASA Users Committee 2015 Report 
[RD7] CASA Response to the 2015 CUC Report 
[RD8] CASA Newsletter, issue 3 
[RD9] CASA Newsletter, issue 4 
[RD10] CASA Users Committee 2016 Report 
[RD11] CASA Response to the 2016 CUC Report 
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3 Introduction  

The CASA Users Committee was formed in 2014 on the initiative of the National Radio               
Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) Data Management and Software Department. Its charge is to            
provide feedback from the CASA users community on capabilities, usability, reliability and            
performance of the CASA software package, advising the CASA development team in the user              
perspective on these matters and informing development priorities [RD1]. In 2016 this charge             
was revised to include year to year tracking of CUC recommendations [AD2]. 

 
The fourth CUC face to face meeting was held at NRAO Charlottesville on Nov 08-09, 2017.                
The goal of this meeting was to update the CUC on CASA developments, review actions taken                
in response to the 2016 CUC recommendations and provide updated recommendations for the             
2017-2018 cycle.  
 
The attending CUC members were: 
Alexander Karim (chair)      2014/04 NA 
Daniel Jacobs (remote)        2014/04 NA 
Yi-Jehng Kuan          2016/09 TW 
Ilse van Bemmel (remote)   2017/03 EU 
David Wilner         2014/04 NA 
Shigehisa Takakuwa         2017/03 EA  
Ximena Fernandez         2015/09 NA  
Chris DePree         2017/09 NA 
 
The CUC has nominated Chris DePree as its Deputy Chair. He will assist the Chair in the next 
months and eventually become the next CUC Chair in 2018.  
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3.1 Revised Charge [see also AD2]  

 

1. Please comment on the capabilities, usability, reliability, and performance of CASA           
for current users of ALMA and the VLA. Should any of these areas be getting a                
significantly different allocation of effort than is currently the case? What areas            
would you de-emphasize as a consequence?  

 
2. The committee should comment on CASA project follow-up to their previous report            

– whether it is sufficient, whether any activities should be emphasized or            
de-emphasized. 

  
3. Committee organization:  

● The CUC should appoint deputy chair who will become the next chair.
 

● As this is the fourth meeting of the CUC, rotation off of long standing              
members should continue as agreed upon during the 2016 CUC meeting 

  

4 Meeting Agenda 

 

Wednesday, November 8, 2017  

8:30    Executive Session  

9:15    Welcome & logistics  Glendenning  

9:30   CASA Status and Overview  Raba  

9:45   CASA Liaison Position  Emonts  

10:15   CASA Performance Benchmarks  Emonts  

10:30  Coffee Break 

10:45   Validation Testing and Strategy  Donovan Meyer  

11:15   CASA Documentation Status and Roadmap  Ott  

12:00  Lunch 

13:00    CASA Survey Reception and CUC Regional Updates  CUC Members  
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13:45    Single Dish Development  Sugimoto  

14:15   Science Ready Data Products  Ball  

14:45  Coffee Break 

15:00   Imaging Advancements, Challenges, and Roadmap  Bhatnagar  

15:30   Pipeline Status, Performance, Roadmap (draft)  Davis  

16:30   AWS / XSEDE  Robnett  

17:00  Executive Session  

19:00  Dinner - Travinia Italian Kitchen 

 
 

Thursday, November 9, 2017  

 
8:30    Parallelization and HPC  Castro  

9:15    CARTA Development Status  Lee  

10:00   Robustness / Crash Reporter Status  Suoranta  

10:30  Coffee Break 

11:00    Discussion  

12:00  Lunch 

13:30  Executive Session  

15:30  Preliminary report-out (open) 
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5 Report Summary  

The charge requests comments on capabilities, reliability, usability, and performance for current 
users of ALMA and EVLA. Specifically, the CUC is asked to assess and comment on the 
balance of effort between these areas.  
The committee is pleased to have been shown by the CASA team generally good progress in 
all areas over the past year. This is quite remarkable, particularly given the prominent 
personnel changes including the appointment of Ryan Raba, succeeding Jeff Kern as CASA             
project lead, as well as the integration of the ASIAA CASA Development Center (ACDC).  
 
CASA capabilities are steadily growing, most recently primarily in the areas parallelisation and 
pipelines for the VLA and ALMA. In most areas the committee judges the pace of               
implementation of new capabilities and the development priorities as adequate for the user needs. 
 
Particularly noteworthy are significant usability improvements to CASA through a rigorous 
re-design of the documentation structure, content and interfaces. Improved documentation has 
been a recurrent CUC recommendation and the committee is highly satisfied that the CASA 
project has adopted the specific suggestions made in CUC previous reports, to the extent that the 
resulting novel documentation system went even beyond the expectations of the committee. 
 
The CASA project provided the CUC with an overview of its software validation management. 
The committee judges the measures taken in this area as reassuring that CASA reliability, a 
natural area of continued user interest, is in the focus of the CASA project. The CASA project 
has realised that it is important to provide the users with objective reports of CASA reliability as 
well as performance enhancements in form of concise and transparent automated tracking of 
crashes as well as benchmarking. While development of better metrics is advised, the initial 
efforts are seen as a good start.  
 
Improving the connections between the CASA team and the user community has generally been 
a continued thread through past CUC recommendations. Recommendations included gathering 
user input via user surveys, organization of documentation, the creation of a User Liaison role in 
the CASA team, and communication with users. The CUC is particularly pleased to see the 
Liaison role being filled by Bjorn Emonts. The Committee is looking forward to working closely 
with Bjorn Emonts and aid his efforts via explicit recommendations as part of this report. 
Monitoring the users' needs, particularly via a timely rollout of further users surveys, represents a 
particularly strong CUC recommendation.  
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The committee recognises the challenges involved with a fully working release of CARTA 
as a long-term replacement for the CASA viewer. CARTA certainly is an ambitious project 
but the CUC considers it mandatory that the currently envisioned project timeline will be 
met and that in the meanwhile users will be provided with a stable, usable and reliable version of                  
the CASA viewer.  
  
The committee is looking forward to the future maturing of CASA, particularly with respect to 
the transition towards a version 3 of the Measurement Set and engagements in next generation 
observatories. While not directly mentioned elsewhere in this report, the CUC requests to be kept 
updated in all related matters towards a Square Kilometre Array and a next generation VLA.  
 
The committee notes that again the effort the CASA project invested into the face-to-face 
meeting, providing the CUC with an excellent overview in form of highly informative 
presentations. The project team is doing great work and, as usual, much progress has been made 
in the past year. We would like to emphasize in particular the generally excellent project 
management at all levels, ensuring progress and continuity of the project. The CUC would like to 
take the chance to thank Jeff Kern for his efforts and vast contributions to the CASA project and 
to wish him all the best in his new position as director for science-ready data products at NRAO. 
We would also like to wish Ryan Raba best success in his new role as CASA lead. 
 
 
 

6 Focus Areas 
Here we will summarize last year’s recommendations, what the CUC learned this year, and make 
new recommendations. 

6.1 User Servicing 
Endorsements/Recommendation from last year: 

1) Continue searching for a Liaison. 
2) Wait for a new ticket system to add ticket endorsement 
3) Include more detailed ticket summary 
4) Record and report to CUC statistics on help-desk and JIRA tickets. 
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Recommendations this year: 
1) Roll-out of a continued open and regularly monitored CASA users survey ( in 

format and content equivalent to our last year’s recommendations) should be 
imminent.  

2) A first digest of the data collected should be presented to the CUC in spring 2018. 
3) We encourage to continue recording and reporting statistics on helpdesk and JIRA 

tickets as well as user experience with the various helpdesks for CASA users. 
Particularly, regional trends as well as the flow of ticket-based requests through the 
development process should be captured.  

4) We repeat our request for a more detailed ticket summary, particularly if a ticket 
endorsement engine remains too challenging to implement.  

Having been supportive of this position throughout the past years, the CUC considers the              
appointment of Bjorn Emonts as the CASA Users Liaison a major step forward for improved               
interaction with the international CASA users community. Being aware of the certain challenges             
the CASA Users Liaison is facing we are looking forward to working with him and help him in                  
any way NRAO deems appropriate. We know he will play a critical role in improving               
communication between the CASA team and the users, better understanding the needs of the              
users, establishing a positive image of the software, promoting CASA to the astronomy             
community and attracting new users. We would like to note that Bjorn Emonts has only been in                 
function for a few months, but already made promising steps.  
 
From the beginning, the CUC realized that the CASA team would benefit from better              
understanding the users and their needs. We designed a survey during our first year to that end,                 
but realized there were some shortcomings and needed to be modified. Last year, the CUC               
revised the survey in collaboration with the CASA lead to make it shorter, easier to answer, and                 
to make it continuously available throughout the year to monitor trends. Unfortunately, the             
survey was not well advertised and few users have completed the survey. One of the most                
important sources of information for the liaison as well as for the CUC will be this survey so we                   
encourage the CASA team to roll it out. We hence expect that the CASA team quickly converges                 
on a final technical solution and intensifies the promotional effort. In order to aid the progress                
the CUC may provide suggestions for improved promotion or reach out to the respective              
communities. Immediate suggestions include to prominently show a weblink to the survey upon             
CASA download and to feature advertise the survey at larger community gatherings such as              
radio astronomy schools or data reduction workshops. We would like to see a preliminary              
analysis of the survey responses in Spring 2018.  
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Lastly, we consider the helpdesk and JIRA tickets to be the main way to understand the issues                 
encountered by the users. We encourage the CASA team to continue recording and reporting              
statistics to monitor trends. In addition, we think a more detailed ticket summary might benefit               
other users facing a similar issue. In the past we recommended to consider the implementation of                
a ticket endorsement feature. Either solution would serve the users so that we leave it up to the                  
CASA team to evaluate which one is more realistic to provide.  

6.2 User Outreach 

Recommendations from 2016: 
1) Promote recent improvements on reliability and performance at international workshops 

and conferences 
2) Measure readership of CASA Newsletter to make sure it is reaching users. 
3) Continue trying to hire Community Liaison, advertise new advances on social media. 

 
Recommendations this year: 

1) Promote recent improvements on reliability and performance at international 
workshops and conferences, and have a dedicated website for this which is 
continuously kept up-to-date. 

2) We encourage a return to the twice-a-year Newsletter cycle and to keep monitoring 
the readership data. 

3) Consider deprecating the moribund CASA forum and instead start a dedicated 
CASA facebook group. 

4) Seek to reveal prominent issues users are facing by identifying different helpdesk 
tickets of similar content and, possibly, regional trends 

5) Improve visibility of CASA at large astronomy meetings 

The CUC is impressed with the improvements in CASA, but worries that the image of it being                 
slow and unstable persists. The new crash reporter is a very useful addition towards a more                
objective judgment of CASA stability. Once appropriate metrics to analyze and digest the data              
are in place (see also Sec. 5.6), the CASA team should seek to reach out to the users in the form                     
of comprehensive reports and charts.  
 
For the processing speed benchmarking a few dedicated tests should be designed on well-defined              
hardware and a few standard datasets. The results can be published on a dedicated website,               
which is refreshed on a regular basis (see also section 5.4). The data on this website can serve as                   
input for presentations on CASA at meetings. 
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The CUC considers the Newsletter the prime medium for outreach, and encourages a release              
twice a year and monitoring of the global readership. There was one issue of the CASA                
Newsletter in 2017, and due to a glitch there is no detailed information on the readership of that                  
issue. The format is nice and compact, though it should not be too long. To add a personal touch,                   
it could include stories on people behind the scenes. 
 
The CASA forum has virtually not been used for the last year. The format is outdated and the                  
CUC expects more feedback and interaction from a dedicated Facebook group. Also the             
helpdesks are capturing the majority of issues. The CUC is under the impression that those               
CASA-related tickets not directly related to genuine bugs are due to incomplete documentation,             
an issue that may not be too surprising. We hence advise to review whether it is indeed rare that                   
users submit helpdesk tickets about an issue that can be resolved with existing documents. We               
feel that a lot of important information is hiding in the helpdesk. Having some way of identifying                 
similar issues in different tickets would be a very helpful starting point. Moreover, certain issues               
may only be prominent in certain regions, possibly indicating insufficient local user support. A              
suitable helpdesk digest hence may provide additional learnings. The CASA Users Liaison may             
be suited to take the lead in this matter.  
 
In general, CASA should be more visible at large astronomy meetings like the IAU, AAS,               
EWASS and their Asian equivalents. When there is an NRAO stand, having a CASA demo               
running can help attract people. In other meetings having a boilerplate slide and statement that               
can easily be included in any talk would be helpful to ensure that a consistent and positive image                  
is created. 
 
 

6.3 Documentation 
Endorsement from 2015: 

Implementation of the new documentation philosophy to have three principal documents, i.e.            
CASA Guides, simplified in-line help, and HTML tree User Reference & Cookbook. The             
timescale of this CASA documentation update was not explicitly given in the committee             
meeting. We hope for significant progress toward it in the next (mainly- maintenance)             
development cycle for CASA 4.6 and expect to see the working version by the next CUC                
annual face-to-face meeting. 
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Recommendations/Endorsements from last year: 
1) The CUC strongly endorses the plan to roll out the new plone docs html-tree 

documentation in the upcoming CASA version 5.0.  
2) Focus effort in filling out the plone docs, assuring that no relevant information is 

(temporarily) discontinued and that new CASA functionality is adequately covered  
3) Prioritize the former over the implementation of inline documentation features that turn 

out to be more challenging to implement 
4) Advertise widely the updated CASA documentation structure and keep the users informed 

about upcoming new documentation features and the corresponding timescales (e.g., 
concerning inline documentation) 

5) Keep the CASA forum visible and monitor ongoing discussions as well as CASA-related 
help tickets for inspiration wherever the plone docs content may profit from clarification  

 
Recommendations this year: 

1) All stakeholders (incl. The CUC) should continuously promote the achievement of 
the new plone documentation system and make sure that the users get used to the 
new system.  

2) We recommend to investigate solutions to have outdated Google links being curated. 
3) We endorse the aggressive timeline for finishing up the inline help and encourage to 

continue cleaning up the CASA webpage for improved usability. Clean-up of the 
CASAguides page may also be advised. 

4) Monitor and digest CASA-related helpdesk tickets, and verify how well the new 
documentation system (CASA docs, CASA guide, etc) helps the users. 

The CUC is very impressed with the rapid roll out of the CASAdocs. The result goes beyond our 
expectation and we acknowledge the excellent work that went into creating all this content. The 
implementation of the new documentation system should be considered a major success of the 
CASA team and its value for the users should be highlighted and advertised appropriately. We 
have to continuously promote this achievement and get the users used to the new system. We 
look forward to the inclusion of all descriptions for tasks, and automated change logs in Spring 
2018. 

We endorse the aggressive timeline for finishing and streamlining the inline help and encourage 
to continue cleaning up the CASA webpage for improved usability. Clean-up of the CASAguides 
webpage may also be advised (keep newsletter, download page, older documentation links, and 
getting help links). We advise a clear delineation between CASAdocs and CASAguides for 
improved clarity. The major refurbishment of the entire CASA documentation structure will 
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have caused a good deal of broken Google links. Ideally, those should be curated, if possibly 
feasible. Users will most efficiently capitalize on the new system if they do not risk to get stuck 
in hopeless web-search efforts. Obviously, educating the users how to best search for answers to 
their CASA-related questions within the new system and CASA online presence should be a 
continued investment. The CASA Liaison may become involved to explore how to improve on 
user education in this context.  

While we mention the need for additional CASAguides in a couple of areas throughout this 
document, we are aware that the corresponding editorial task is generally not in scope for the 
CASA development team. Our statements should rather serve as reminders for the corresponding 
stakeholders and we explicitly encourage the CASA team, incl. the CASA Liaison, to act as 
moderators. Referring to Sec. 5.4, we particularly stress that there is a strong need for a 
parallel-mode dedicated CASAguide. It is advised to make ALMA and VLA CASAguides 
consistent and to move aspects not directly linked to specific observatories to the CASAdocs. 

Finally, we would like stimulate internal discussions how to provide external contributors (e.g., 
those from larger projects such as GMRT, VLBI) to edit and maintain the CASA documentation 
contents in a streamlined manner (either into CASAdocs, CASAguides or even both). 

6.4 Performance and Computing 

Recommendations from last year: 
1) Provide concise/visible benchmarks along with hardware recommendations for CASA.  
2) Continue to make progress on parallelization, including development of plone          

documentation and a specific casaguide. 
3) Press on cloud computing solutions and engage users in this effort. 

 
Recommendations this year: 

1) Work out concise and transparent performance benchmarking metrics and provide          
these resulting benchmarks in a visible manner.  

2) Implementation of a runtime predictor, at least for selected tasks, is a desirable             
feature of an upcoming version of CASA. 

3) Continue to make progress in development of plone documentation for          
parallel-mode CASA and strongly encourage the respective communities to publish          
a specific casaguide on parallel computing.  
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4) Keep pressing on cloud computing solutions and explore more ways to engage users             
in this effort. Also be more active in promoting the new cloud-based resources             
towards interested user communities.  

 
The recent improvements to the performance of CASA are impressive, and need to be advertised               
in a transparent and consistent way (see also Sec. 5.2). Resources and tools are now available to                 
do a proper benchmarking. The CUC recommends the development of several tests, to compare              
the performance of CASA against other packages on identical hardware. These tests can cover              
anything from a single task to a full processing run, and users should be able to run them on their                    
own hardware. In addition, implementing a run-time predictor may help to set more realistic              
expectations with the user, especially with tasks that have large processing time demands.  
 
Parallelization within CASA is possible, a dedicated release for this is planned (CASA 5.2). The               
focus is on the ALMA pipelines, and access for generic users is not (yet) straightforward.               
Dedicated plone documents and CASAguides (to be prepared by the respective stakeholders) can             
be developed to make users more familiar with parallel processing in CASA. As a step towards                
cloud computing, dedicated workshops at NRAO or the ALMA ARCs should be considered. 
 
The CUC still believes that cloud resources are important for future use and should be actively                
pursued. NRAO could contact PI’s of large programmes to inquire about (re-)processing their             
data in a consistent way in the cloud, in order to produce or improve legacy data products. The                  
focus here should be on imaging, which is particularly computationally intensive. Dedicated            
events should highlight the cloud resources, such as a workshop hosted by NRAO. The CUC is                
aware that the cost model for cloud computing does not suit all programmes and PIs. Therefore                
NRAO could consider to provide financial support for pilot projects, which would ease the              
application for funding in the PIs’ home institutes and countries. 
 

6.5 CARTA  
Recommendations from last year: 

1) Begin creating CARTA guides and documentation for users. Continue to inform users of             
the switch from the Viewer in the CASA Newsletter.  

2) Use the CUC and experts in the community as beta testers prior to roll-out in CASA 5.0  
3) Continue to work on the critical issues that will negatively impact users, such as              

asynchronous operation 
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Recommendations this year: 
1) We strongly advise to follow the currently planned roadmap, i.e. rolling out CARTA             

as part of the 2018 fall release of CASA.  
2) We recognize the challenges to have the full envisioned feature-set (comparable to            

the CASA Viewer functionality) implemented and recommend to expand on the           
features within one year after the initial release. 

3) We strongly encourage to closely monitor the project’s progress/interim goals and           
suggest continued maintenance of the CASA Viewer as a fallback option. 

4) We repeat our last year’s recommendation to keep CASA users informed about the             
imminent transition from the Viewer to CARTA. 

 
The CUC appreciates hearing about the progress being made on CARTA. The newly added              
FTEs through the integration of the ASIAA CASA Development Center (ACDC) into the overall              
CASA development process appear to be used in a fruitful manner.  
The CUC was provided with a preview of CARTA functionality and design and notes that those                
elements being currently in place look quite promising. The committee also learned that a wide               
range of essential features are yet to be implemented.  
 
Given the CARTA release timeline originally communicated to the CUC, we need to express a               
worry about the overall delays which may not entirely be attributed to the transition of the                
project to a new development team. It merely appears that the entire software design underwent a                
thorough revision and the changes involved now render the project more ambitious than             
previously understood. At this stage it appears advisable to strongly encourage NRAO to monitor              
the progress of CARTA development and set interim goals along the way to make sure the                
ACDC team is on time with their revised timeline, communicated to correspond to a stable basic                
version-1 provided to the users as part of the fall 2018 CASA release. The CUC approved the                 
latter as well as the plan to present users with a more mature version of CARTA (matching the                  
featureset of the current Viewer) within a year after the version-1 release. 
 
The CUC notes that there is a strong user need for a capable Viewer tool within CASA. Given                  
the expected transition to CARTA, we recommended in previous years to allocate only the least               
possible resources to maintenance of the CASA Viewer. Given the revised timeline we now              
recommend continued and perhaps enhanced maintenance/bugfixing of the CASA viewer,          
especially if the ACDC team experiences more delays. This means that attention should be paid               
to any Viewer issues users have been reporting in the past and it should be considered to provide                  
solutions for matters previously being deemed out of scope given the current resource allocation. 
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As we have mentioned in previous years, we believe it is important to actively keep users                
informed about the transition of Viewer to CARTA and firm release timeline expectations in a               
well visible manner.   

6.6 Reliability 
Recommendations from last year: 

1) Seek to improve on the quality of data collected by the crash reporter 
2) We therefore encourage the CASA team to define simple but concise metrics and keep 

track of user IDs for a clearer first picture of the significance of CASA failures 
3) We repeat our last year’s recommendation to use survey data to determine if a new OS 

should be supported 
 
Recommendations this year: 

1) The committee is pleased with the implementation of the crash reporter and initial 
results. NRAO should seek to improve on the quality of data collected by the crash 
reporter (e.g. noting “in house” versus “in the wild crashes). 

2) As stated last year, the committee sees a possible gap between the implementation 
and the quality of data collected. We encourage the definition of simple but concise 
metrics and keeping track of user IDs for a clearer first picture of the significance of 
particular failures. 

3) The importance of a successful user survey cannot be overstated. The survey data 
should be used to determine the needed levels of support for various platforms, and 
user perceptions about the stability and reliability of CASA. 

 
The committee heard a report on development of a crash reporter, and was pleased to note that                 
CrashReporter was implemented by default in v5.0, released in 7/17. The new default             
implementation should be helpful to developers. Last year the CUC recommended using CUC             
members as early adopters to help test CrashReporter, and is still supportive of this idea. 

 
There does seem to be progress in determining details of crash events, e.g. that plotcal does not                 
crash regularly on Linux systems, just MacOS. However, MacOS arguably is a widely used              
platform. We talked about the continuing need for developers to keep track of user ID host                
names, and to correlate these with crash events.  
 
The CUC is interested to see more relative numbers as absolute numbers of crashes may not be                 
too telling. One example is the fraction of crash events being generated in house versus “in the                 
wild” given that development and testing of certain tasks may have substantially biased the              
current CrashReporter figures. The CUC discussed the fact that two tasks that frequently crash              
are clean, and plotcal, and there was some discussion as to whether these crashes are related to a                  
CASA Viewer problem. However, so far any evidence appears anecdotal to a certain degree as               
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long as the metrics are not fully optimised. We hence encourage the CASA team to work with                 
priority on simple but concise measurement schemes. 
 
Finally, CASA stability remains a perceptual problem and hence adequate crash reports will play              
a vital role in objectively revealing areas lacking sufficient reliability. Alongside the already             
existing software validation management within the CASA team, the learnings from the            
CrashReporter will provide a very reasonable basis for an improved user experience. As outlined              
in Sec. 5.1, the user survey should provide a good platform to monitor the user perception of                 
CASA reliability and will provide the essential information on demand for particular support of              
certain OS.  

6.7 Pipelines 
Recommendations/Endorsements from last year: 

1) Continue working on JVLA and ALMA pipelines,  with an emphasis on reducing the 
human effort required across the entire process.  

2) We encourage continued collaboration with the Scientific Computing Institute to 
eventually redesign the weblog interface to efficiently inspect the results of the pipeline 

3) Update casaguides and plone docs, specifically a guide to re-imaging with different 
parameters. 

4) Define imaging results/heuristics as needed. 
  
Recommendations this year: 

1) We agree that resolving remaining issues of parallel computing in the imaging 
pipeline should be a top priority and recommend the pipeline team to provide users 
with a reliable and stable product. 

2) We recommend to assure smooth transition in the pipeline development lead 
position in order to continue the good work seamlessly.  

3) We encourage further development of the planned NRAO Archive interface with 
imaging pipeline integration and suggest to keep other stakeholders (the ALMA 
Archive in particular) closely informed on the solutions developed. 

 
The development of working pipelines proceeds at a remarkable pace and especially ALMA             
users make use not only of the calibration pipeline. The advancement in the ALMA imaging               
pipelines is particularly noteworthy and we encourage the pipeline team to keep up the excellent               
work, particularly during the transition phase of the team leader. Certainly, up-to-date            
documentation of steadily growing pipeline functionality remains critical for the users. We hence             
wish to repeat our previous recommendation in this matter. 
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Resolving remaining issues in the parallelized imaging pipeline should be a top priority to              
provide the heavy users with a reliable product.  
 
While the committee is pleased with the overall vast progress in improvement of the pipelines               
we particularly acknowledge the effort that went into quickly establishing a dedicated VLASS             
pipeline. 
 
We are excited about the upcoming developments for the NRAO Archive interface that may              
serve as a role model for the ALMA Archive.  

6.8 Imaging Developments 
Recommendations from last year: 

1) Make sure the imager documentation provides sufficient information on new modes and 
stimulate or recruit an updated casaguide. 

2) Consider closer involvement of expert users to test and full commission challenging 
imager modes 

3) Keep the CUC informed about a roadmap for new data combination modes 
 
Recommendations this year: 

1) We encourage close interaction of the CASA team and the novel NRAO Algorithm 
Research & Development Group (ARDG) in order to make sure that 
imaging-related developments are well synchronised and adjusted to the user needs 

2) We encourage both the ARDG and CASA team to keep track of external 
development efforts in the area of usable and reliable tools for single dish/total 
power combination with interferometric imaging 

 
The CUC recognizes the progress in areas such as wide-band wide-field imaging as well as the 
challenges related to full polarization imaging. Given our last year's recommendations, it should 
be understood that the users appreciate a high pace in coverage of any new imaging mode within 
the CASA documentation. The CASA team may additionally keep reminding the relevant 
stakeholders that, wherever appropriate, casaguides may be adjusted with respect to changes that 
came with the refactored clean-task. The corresponding 2016-recommendations still hold 
without being explicitly repeated here. 
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As far as advanced tests of the imager are concerned, particularly if they may profit from 
stronger interaction with expert users, we would like to refer the reader to our recommendations 
stated in Sec. 5.4. 
 
While not being directly part of the CASA development team, the novel Algorithm Research & 
Development Group (ARDG) at NRAO should be considered a strong asset to it. In an area as 
complex as imaging the CUC considers it beneficial to have a more research-centric team in 
close proximity to the overall CASA development effort. Obviously, one should not forget that 
the new team is comprised of key architects of the CASA imaging engine that has evolved into 
the present-day tclean task. Hence, it is natural to assume that future CASA-related efforts of the 
ARDG should be well synchronised with the actual CASA development (and thereby user) 
priorities. With the above-stated recommendation the CUC means to remind both sides involved 
that harvesting the existing potential and optimising the synergies is essential but may require a 
reasonable degree of flexibility. The CUC is looking forward to reports from the ARDG also in 
upcoming face-to-face meetings with the CASA team. 
 
With keen curiosity the CUC recognized the recent explorations of the ARDG with respect to 
combining single dish/total power and array data. Our last year's report already stated that there 
is a growing user community in need of usable and reliable tools for heterogeneous array 
combination, particularly but not solely within the ALMA community. The CUC hence 
encourages the ARDG to continue any endeavours that may lead to practical improvements for 
the CASA users and recommends that the CASA team interacts with the ARDG in this particular 
area. We particularly recommend that the CASA team and the ARDG keep track of related 
external development efforts. As already recommended last year, the CASA team may evaluate 
if a collaborative effort with external groups could be feasible. In other areas such collaborations 
have proven quite fruitful in the past as not solely the CARTA and ADMIT projects 
demonstrated. 

6.9 Interaction with the internal stakeholders committee 

Recommendations from last year: 
1) The CUC would value to be kept updated about the long-term mission of the ASIAA 

CASA Development Center  
2) For fruitful interaction the CUC requests a report from the new CASA internal 

stakeholders committee in our annual meeting.  
3) We suggest the new CASA liaison person to be included in some of the deliberations of 

the internal stakeholder committee. 
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4) We suggest to monitor the need for additions to the stakeholders committee given the 
ongoing expansion of the CASA team and externally funded development efforts 

 
Recommendations this year: 

1) The CUC hopes to stay informed about the future deliberations of the stakeholders 
committee and again encourages to have Bjorn Emonts as liaison person taking part 
in the committee meetings. 

2) As last year, we request a report/update from the stakeholders committee next year. 
 
As last year, we are convinced that the CUC annual meetings would strongly profit from a report                 
from the internal stakeholders committee, in person or at least in written form. For sufficient               
inter-committee interaction we additionally consider it useful to engage Bjorn Emonts to follow             
the essential discussions among the internal stakeholders personally and to be present at the CUC               
annual meeting.  

6.10 External Contributions  
Recommendations from last year: 

1) Maintain a “power user” changelog documenting API changes or known/reported issues 
which might affect users using CASA to develop tools. Include a note requesting error 
reports via helpdesk. 

2) Publish casaguide documenting build process. 
 
Recommendations this year: 

1) Indicate those changes in new CASA releases that change interfaces and summarize            
these in the release notes.  

2) Seek to improve the communication with external developer teams, particularly the           
interaction between the CASA software validation management and larger external          
projects. 

3) Publish a guide to the build process. 
 
As in past years the committee notes the positive impact on external contributions on the broader                
CASA committee, for example CARTA which began as an external project but is now being               
developed internally and expected to replace the current Viewer. CASA is also routinely used by               
many other telescopes for nonstandard purposes, for example the HERA imaging pipeline built             
at Cambridge. 
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Other projects which use CASA as a base to provide new functionality but have not partnered                
closely have had difficulty maintaining stability building on top of each new CASA version.              
There is an acknowledged tension between CASA’s mission of supporting the primary            
telescopes and existing tools and a desire to encourage a broad user community.  
 
The main way that CASA can aid external development is by making developers aware of major                
changes that might break their code. Besides publication of a guide to the build process, specific                
suggestions from the committee for doing this without too much effort include to: 

A. Tag changes which change interfaces and summarize these in the release notes.            
Currently most release notes focus on end user changes with changes to toolkit or              
variable names happening in the dark. 

B. Turn tickets into unit tests and deployment checks.  
C. Request working examples that fail. Once the problem is diagnosed, incorporate the test             

into the test suite.  
D. Request from larger projects a test pipeline that can be run by CASA developers. 

 
The committee primarily represents users from ALMA and JVLA with Jacobs (HERA) and van              
Bemmel (JIVE) representing external projects which make unique demands of CASA. With            
Jacobs’ retirement from the committee this representation will decrease, particularly of those            
developing in CASA at the lower levels. 

6.11 CASA Users Committee organisation 

One issue which has emerged in this year is that the envisioned regular rotation of committee 
members will have a substantial impact on the structure of the CUC in the coming year. All 
long-standing members will leave the committee which particularly affects the North American 
delegation. Given that particularly the appointment of a new Chilean representative has not taken 
effect for two years in a row, the CUC wishes to hereby officially remind the individual 
executives to take action and quickly search for candidates. The committee wishes to stress that 
new members must be reliable and commit to the few essential participation duties of the CUC.  
 
It is of essential relevance for the functionality of the committee to have a complete 
representation assured in a timely manner. We would hence like to request to have any new 
appointments completed by April 2018. The CUC envisions to hold a telecon latest in May 2018 
where the turnover of members should take effect. 
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The CUC is not meant to appoint new members itself but the committee offers its help to suggest 
suitable candidates to the respective executives. For guidance, we would like to highlight in the 
following certain CASA user and interest groups that the committee wishes to be represented. 
These include the European ARC Network and the East Asian and Chilean executive regions, the 
ALMA Science Advisory Committee, frequent VLA users, the single dish/total 
power/heterogeneous array data combination community as well as individuals with particular 
interest in external/planned facilities (such as GMRT, SMA, HERA, SKA). It is clear, that 
individual candidates may represent more than one of the above communities. But it appears 
critical that continued representation of external contributions to CASA is assured (see also 
Section 5.10). 
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